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LEARNING FROM THE CHINESE.
Sirs : I am intensely interested in what Mr. Bertrand Russell

was quoted as saying in a cablegram in the New York World
of 9 March, and in a Sunday editorial thereon in the World

of II March, in regard to the question whether the Western

labourer should learn to be lazy and to enjoy life more, as

'does the Chinese peasant.

As to the farm-life in China, I, as a Chinese, know some-

thing about the real nature of the working-conditions of

Chinese peasants. China is still a great agricultural country;

and its farm-population is made up of the most industrious

and hard-working people in the world. They plough and sow

their fields five or six times a year, and reap a corresponding

number of harvests. Even in the winter, the vegetation in

the fields, of various sorts which are more adaptable to the

cold weather, is the best vindication of their strenuous labour,

a labour of which they are proud. They arise with the lark

and go to field, plodding home with their ploughs on their

shoulders when the moon is rising. Even admitting the

ethnological theory in the World's editorial, I wish to em-

phasize the fact that China is not in the tropic zone. The
industrious labour of Chinese peasants is, to my mind, much
heavier, at least quantitatively, than the assigned work of the

factory-workers in the West.

But there is a great difference in the nature of their work.

The Chinese peasants, though earning far less from the fruits

of their labour with reference to its bare economic value,

do labour for themselves, and thus enjoy their work. When
they are tired, they may rest if they are so inclined. They
may sit on the grass beside the field, sing their folk-songs

and call forth distant responses from their neighbours,

neighbours with whom they have a natural sympathy. With
intense interest and deep silence they watch their horses

resting under willow trees, their cattle wading in shallow

fords, and listen to the birds twittering among reeds and

bushes. They have that comfortable feeling that they are

part of nature, without which life is but torture and

sterility.

No genuine Oriental coming for the first time to the

West, especially to America, can help being puzzled by the

general condition of hurry, or can help asking himself:

"Where are these people going?" No disinterested and

humanitarian person entering a typical American factory

could fail to be impressed by the general delirium
:
a welter

of human voices and the clatter and whir of machines. As

one observes the straining activity, as well as the ever-in-

creasing restlessness with which the many human crea-

tures try their best to adjust themselves as cogs and wheels,

the Sisyphean labour of most of the workers who have been

turning a crank or pulling a lever monotonously for years,

even for life, the question must occur. What are they work-

ing for? You may say that it is your efficiency tha|t makes

progress. But what is progress for, if the life of the crea-

tive elements in your society is so helplessly doome4? You

have built up your industrial Leviathan, and you ai^e to be

devoured by it. You are proud of your industrial "civiliza-
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A POET'S CRY FOR PEACE.

Challenge Of The Disarmed

i9Y RABINDRANATH TAGORE).?
I-

Th& world is crying for peace.

Tbt West is desiriiie the restora-

ftion ot peace through a League
at Powers. But can. Powers
And their eauilibrium la them-j
filrtves? Power cannot he made!
aefiure only against power. it

mMst also be made secure against

jCilie weak: for there lies the peril

of its losing balance. The wea
are as great a danger for th
strong, as quicksands for an ele

l^an.t. They do not assist progre
nocause they do not resist, the
OBdy drag down. The people
.who grow accustomed to wlsldi

absolute power over others, are,

apt to forget that, by doing it,
j

6hey generate an unseen disrup-

1

Slve force, which some day rends
t power into pieces. The

umb fury of the down-troddea
|

its awful support from the
versal law of moral balance.

The air which is thin and weak,
Sives birth to storms that no-
tjhlng can resist. i

Have we never read of the!
gorgeousness ot a power, supinely ii

secure in its ^rogance, in aj
aaoment dissolving in the air at|

01ie explosion of the outraged

,

weak?. Politicians calculate upon
|

the number of mailed hands that
are on the sword-hilts; they do
not possess the third eyie to see
the great invisible hand, that
clasps in silence the hand of the
helpless anfd waits its time. Theg
strong form their League by com-j
bination of Powers, driving the!
weak to form their league aloneI
with then: Gtod. * ^

DRIFTING TO DOOM.

I know I am crying in the
wilderness, when I raise my
voice of warning; and while the
West is busy in its organisation

for building its machine-made
peace, it will still continue to
nourish with its iniquities, un-
derground forces of earthquake
in the vast bosom of the Eastern
Continent. The West seems un-
conscious that science by pro-
viding it with more and more
power, is tempting to suicide,

encouraging it to accept the
challenge of the disowned, not
knowing that this challenge
comes from a higher source. _

'T'he prophecies about the
world's salvation are cherished
in the hearts of the two great 1

religions of the world. They re-1

present the highest expectation
of man. thereby indicating his
faith in a truth, which he In-j

stinctively considers as ultimate—

|

the truth of love. These pro-
phecies have not for their vision
the fettering of the? world Into
tameness with a closely linked
power forged in the factory of
political steel trust.

THE PRINCE OP PEACE.

One of these religions has, for
its meditation, the image of
Buddha who is to come, Maitre-
ya, the Buddha of love. And he
is to bring peace. The other
religion waits for the coming of
Christ. For Christ preached
peace when He preached love,

when He preached Oneness of
the Father among brothers who
are many. And this was the
truth of peace. Christ never

,

held that peace was the. best^

^policy. For policy is not truth.

I
The calculation of self-interest

I can never successfully fight the

irrational force of passion—the

passion which is perversion of

love, and which can only be set

j
aright by the truth of love.

;
It is the liational and com-
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FINDS 'HUNCHES' AID

SCIENCE RESEARCH

Dr. R. A. Baker Reports 200

Scientists Lay Many Finds

to an ''Intuitive Flash."

**-v^ (U. t
'^^^Kji

REST TIME MOST FRUITFUL

But Long Study Must Precede, Says

Paper Prepared for Chemists'

Conference in Indianapolis.

Special to The New York Times.
INDIANAPOLIS, March 29.-Credit

is given, to the "hunch," or intuitive

"flash of genius," for the solution of

many difficult scientific problems by
nearly 200 scientists of 232 whose
answers to a questionnaire on the
subject were given out today in a
-report to the American Chemical
Society, which opens its annual meet-
ing here tomorrow.

The scientific hunch is defined as

*'a unifying or clarifying idea which
springs into consciousness suddenly

as a solution to a problem in which
we are intensely interested."

"In typical cases," says the report,

"it follows a long period of study,

but comes into consciousness at a
time when we are not consciously

working on the problem. A hunch
springs from a wide knowledge of

facts but is essentially a leap of the

imagination in that it goes beyond a
' mere necessary conclusion which any
reasonable man must draw from the

data at hand. It is a process of cre-

ative thought."
The report was prepared by Pro-

fessor R. A. Baker of the College of
the City of New York, who, with Dr.
Washington Piatt of Syracuse, N. Y.,
as collaborator, sent questionnaires
to 1,450 scientists, including chemists,
physicists, mathematicians, biologists
and psychologists. Of the 232 replies
received 33 per cent reported that
they had experienced this phenome-
non frequently, 50 per cent, occasion-
ally, and 17 per cent, never.

"Hunch" Often Precedes Sleep.

Tlie hunch, it is found, comes to

most scientists in that borderland of

consciousness just preceding sleep,

or when the mind is fresh upon
awakening, or when the conscious
mind is dwelling on some unrelated
subject.

All agree that there must be a long
period of investigation of data, then
a period of assimilation of facts and
then a season of complete mental
rest. It is during this rest that the
hunch comes, bursting on the scien-
tist in a flash.
There are four stages in research

work, according to Professor Baker.
The first is "preparation," in which
the problem is investigated by read-
ing and experiment. The second is

"incubation," in which the mind,
often unconsciously, goes over the
information acquired in the first

stage. The third is "illumination,"
consisting of the hunch. And the
fourth is "verification," in which the
hunch, or working hypothesis, which
seems to unify and explain all known
facts, is tested by experiment.
A hunch came to »ne scientist

"while dodging automobiles across
Park Row and Broadway in New
York."

I
The questionnaire inquired as to

'the condition of the individual's mind
I
and the surroundings under which

^ these revelations appear. The gen-
eral conditions described are good
health, relaxation, freedom from
worry and freedom from interrup-
tion.
Many mention some mild form of

exercise or manual employment, such
as shaving, dressing, driving an au-
omobile, gardening, fishing, golfing,

iding in a train and playing soli-

aire. Their best ideas came to sev-

eral scientists while they were walk-
ing in the country and to others

while they were listening to music.

^^ (TT
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Differences in Types Shown.

I

"Differences in mental types are
j" clearly seen in the following con-

trasts," says Professor Baker. "Sev-
eral say that their hunches come

only when they are alone. A larger
^umber find discussion with others

|

stimulating to thought. Some refer
especially to the stimulus of explain
ing a problem to students."
In answer to the question: "Do

you find any particular conditions
definitely unfavorable for the appear-
ance of such reevlations?" the sci-

entists mentioned fatigue, petty irri

tations, noise, worry over domestic
or financial matters, depression,
anger, intense interest in something
other than the problem to be solved
too constant work on the problem
working under pressure, anxiety oveJ
the success of the research and to(|

long periods of confined work. "l

The detriment most commonly noted
was interruption or the fear of it. "

j

Fifty-three per cent of those an-j
swering said that they used devices
to create conditions favorable to the I

"hunch."
j"The expedients named were men-

tioned in the following proportion,
taking 100 per cent the number of
those answering the question in the
affirmative," Professor Baker con-
tinues. "By temporarily abandoning
the problem and taking up other
work, 60 per cent; by a period of
idleness and complete relaxation not
spent in attacking any other prob-
lem, 45 per cent; by going over the
problem just before retiring for the
night, 47 per cent; by physical occu-
pation or exercise, 15 per cent; by
the use of coffee, 42 per cent; to-

j

bacco, 14 per cent; alcohol, Z% peri
cent.

I

'It is now generally admitted by
health authorities that alcohol often

;

hinders and unde** the rarest con-
ditions furthers real constructive
thought," he adds. Several who re-
ported that tobacco aids their think-

1

ing state that they 'do not recom-
naend this method.' "

'

.-^

Justice Holmes has been a great judge because he w^s

first a quietly great man, filled with an irrepressible in-

tellectual zest and unflagging enthusiasm for life. As he

put it in one of his sparkling occasional addresses:

The chief worth of civilization is just that it makes

the means of living more complex; that it calls for great

and combined intellectual efforts, instead of simple, un-

coordinated ones. . . . Such efforts mean more life. Life

is an end in itself, and the only question as to whether

it is worth living is whether you have enough of it.

For ninety years this eternally young man has had "enough

of it":

With all humility, I think "Whatsoever thy hand find-

eth to do, do it with thy might" infinitely more important

; than the vain effort to love one's neighbor as one's self. If

you want to hit a bird on the wing, you must have your

j

: will in a focus, you must not be thinking about yourself,

1

1 and, equally, you must not be thinking about your neighbor;

I you must be living in your eye on that bird. Every achieve-

'^ ment is a bird on the wing.

The influence of Justice Holmes has been due, however,

not only to his character, to the quality of his thought, and

to his sympathetic understanding of the modern world in

which we live, but also to his rare power and skill of literary

expression. Truly enough does Felix Frankfurter say: "He
has built himself into the structure of our national life. He
has writtien himself into the slender volume of the literature

of all time." In the midst of one of Justice Holmes's legal

opinions we read : "A word is not a crystal, transparent and

unchanged ; it is the skin of a living thought and may vary

greatly in color and content according to the circumstances

and the time in which it is used." Compare the hammer-

like force of this sentence: "But whatever the consequences

we must accept the plain meaning of plain words." How

But after all it is as a judge that Justice Holmes has

made his deepest impress on our life and thought—and that

because he has had so sound a conception of the place of law

and the judge in the process of living:

There is, too, a peculiar logical pleasure in making

manifest the continuity between what we are doing and

what has been done before. But the present has a right

to govern itself so far as it can; and it ought always to

be remembered that historic continuity with the past is
|

not a duty, it is only a necessity.
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^x their respec-

jdolmes may have
^m James a belief in

^*ess and in the workability
even of a universe one does not
understand. At the same time the
friendly clashes he had with James
may have streng^thened his own
conviction that somewhere all roads
cross, that no part of the universe
is important except in its relation

to the whole. He expresses this

theory finely and frequently.

"If the world is a subject for
rational thought," he has said, "it

is all of one piece; the same laws
are found everywhere, and every-
thing is connected with everything
else; and if this is so, there is

nothing mean and nothing in which
may not be seen the universal

law."

He is called a liberal and it has
been assumed that w» "-

. ww.uw««uere oi
caring more about the way of doing
a thing than about the thing itself.

He loves to quote George Herbert's
lines:

Who sweeps a room as for Thy
laws.

Makes that atid th' action fine.

It seems to be his belief in the
value — almost the sacredness — of
good workmanship that has kept,
nourishing in him his faith in life

and in living. Four years ago he
said, "I will not resign or quit un-
til the Almighty Himself requests
it." And as long as he sticks to

his post he carries his full share of
the load, doing as much as the
youngest member of the court. It is

a heavy load. The court sits from
October to June, holding daily ses-

sions from noon until 4:30, with
half an hour out for lunch. *^

must be studi<^ aif*
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writes i

waverii
handwr
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difficult
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beautifu

can,
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One or two phrases of Justice
Holmes give that savor of the man;
his dislike of self-publicity; his faith
in the value of quiet achievement.
"The root at once of joy and beauty

Is to put all one's powers to a greatend—to hammer out as compact and
solid a piece of work as one
to try to make it first rate
leave it unadvertised."

Advice to "Young: Feller"
"Do the handsome thing, young

feller! Don't be content to be a
lawyer; be a lawyer in the grand man-
ner. If you are sailing an intellectual
bark, prepare for rigors and head
straight for the North Pole. If you
want to hit a bird on the wing you
must have all your will in a focus—
every achievement is a bird on the
wmg. Forget subjectivities. Be a will-
ing instrument."

larity of horrific War novels. The morbid and
the decadent, in general, are evidence oi' a
temporary excess or disequilibrium.

The conclusion, then, must be that, since

the liuman organism acts more variably than
the steam-engine, equiUbrium will often be dis-

turbed, and that sueli manifestations as Signor
P?'az examines are inevitable in e\'ery age

:

wliat varies is tlieir form of expression. Tlie
peiiodical orgies of primitive races were only
earlier forms of tliat safety-valve of which
imaginative literatuie is a later one : and the
orgy had the advantage of leaving no record
over wliich an idle mind might brood. No
way short of evolutionary process can elimi-

nate the shocking, the horrid and the dreadful
from the emotional life, and so from the art, of
the world. It has as many forms as Proteus,
and no human activity, not even tlie liighest,

is exempt from its action : it intrudes into the
contemplations of tiie saint no less than into
the ennui of the sensualist, and the sculpture
and stained glass of cathedi'als display it no
less than the art of Delacroix and Moreau.
Yet there is no single name under which all

its manifestations can be embraced. Signor
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The Road to Culture

A State of Mincl and Its Achieve-

ment

but rather that we emancipate ourselves

from its usual influence. And we use it

with all its limitations, to achieve that

culture which means happiness, enjoy-

ment, relaxation, freedom, in other words,

whatever creates a personality plus the

artist soul, either creative or apprecia-

tive. G. R. B. B.

^\

The Boail to Culture. By Charles Gray
!

Shaw, $2.00. New York: Funk & Wagnalls
[

Company.

FOR something like thirty years
Dr. Sliaw has been teaching the
students at New York University
the ideas and theories set forth

in this book. So long a contact with the i

growing mind has given him abundant
opportunity to watch the developing so-

cial mind of America, especially during '

these- complex, critical, contradictory,
post-war years. The weaves of ever-
changing thought and opinion of shifting
values and wavering desires have washed

[

high around his look-out tower; to each
of these in turn, he has given its due
evaluation in relation to the problems the
cultured man or the man who seeks to

!

become cultured. Dr. Shaw is quite con-
vinced of the sincerity of our present '

desire for that mental and social integrity
that come with the attainment of culture.
Each new generation has sought its own
peculiar intellectual and esthetic expres-
sion, has sought to unite culture with
civilization, urbanity with refinement

—

not an easy task, when one considers
the various nationalities that have
brought their conceptions as to what
American culture should represent and
emphasize.

Dr. Shaw defines culture as "the state
of mind, like happiness, not the state of
possession, like real estate." It is the
art of knowing what to do with ones self
when alone; it is a fondness for the fine,
the superior, things of life; it is an inner
life that contemplates its remote inter-

'

ests; it is taste or sensitivity to the fine
and spontaneity to the noble. As to who
are cultured, he makes no surmises; as
to who may become so he is more defi-
nite; answer: everyone who is willing to
practise the process of culture—the
achieving of this state of mind, this I

knowing, this fondness, this taste. For
|

no one is born cultured any more than one
1 is born learned.
I The practise of culture may involve all

I sorts of strange things; from classical

I
archaeology and Italian primitives to

I

old Catalan. But it means of necessity
' a certain intelligent sympathy for the
five fine arts: architecture, sculpture,
painting, music and poetry. "When one
realizes that his mind is meant to be a
living oi-gan of appreciation rather than
a museum he will not worry because he
is weak on mosaics or stained glass or
Gothic. His only concern is really a sub-
jective one; is he in the right frame of
mind to enjoy an intelligent outlook on i

the.world of beauty?"
j

*" The matter of culture is to be used is

a release from the sounds of noisy
civilUation, release from the domain of

1

matter and motion; not that wo fast aside
all participation in the world about us

METROPOLIS, or the Destiny of Cities. By Paul
Banks. 7x5, 86 pp. Daniel. 3s. 6d. n.

" Without anal'ogy being strained," writes Mr.
Banks at the beginning of his book, " the metropolis
can be ideally regarded as under obligation to fulfil

in the community the function of the central
nervous sj^'stem in the individual. In return for

the sustenance drawn from the labour of country-
man and seafarer the metropolis ought to respond
to their needs, and to pay in direction, culture and
the general raising of civilization." His book is, in
substance, a demonstration of London's failure to
fvilfil its ideal obligation, of the contention that
" London's service, commercially and spiritually,

is not Avorth the toll it takes of the national in-

come." He paints a cheerless picture, true enough
in many ways, of life in London, but, in discuss-
ing London as a centre of ait and culture, paints his
picture blacker, we think, than is just. We are
very willing, however, to join with him in his
protest against the mechanically aided extension
over the whole countryside of the most vulgar
attributes of the metropolis. Mr. Banks's remedial
suggestions are not very helpful : he wants " a
body of mentally influential citizeixs, with far-

seeing love of their folk as a whole," to " consti-
tute themselves the advisers of Pariiament, and
call directly upon the folk to insist on the applica-
tion of their advice."

OUR NEW PROGRESS. Two Essays, Cornu-
copia and Caritas. By James Bayakd Clark.
8i-X5f, 128 pp. Putnam. $2.

Dr. Clark believes that the self-sustaining faculty
is the essential basis of physical and psychical
health. In these two essays he traces the decline
of that quality from the time of the institution of
slavery up to our own period, when the middle-
class alone remains to fight against the two evils

of slavery and charity. He maintains that the bulk
of the huinan race inherits the mind of the slave
or the slave-owner; that " if the dictionary has
failed to classify man as parasitic it is only because
its writers have failed to study the habits of the
species " ; that now " the professional soul has
definitely been put in chains " ; and that the
independence of the universities lias been under-
mined by the charitable gifts of Puritans, whose
religion encourages them to make money but
frowns on most of the natural ways of spending it.

The author approaches the question witliout
cynicism; but he might have been more construc-
tive if he had not attributed an inmecessary power
of endurance to the inherited sense of inferiority.

Tennyson

Fame loved him well, because he
loved not Fame,

But Peace and Love, all other
things before,

A man was he ere yet he was a name,
His song was much because his love

was more.

—Richard le Gallienne, In Collected
Poems.
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'AE' Sees U. S.

Decline Starting

In Generation

from the rural sections could not con-
tinue indefinitely.
"The time will come when your cities,

like the cities of Great Britain already
have attempted to do, will have to vi-
talize themselves, and that is an ex-
perience we In the Old World have
found is impossible."
Great cities, Mr. Russell said, do not

affect the quality of life of the wealthy
of the fairly well-to-da, but they do
affect the lives of the workers. In the
slums retrogression begins. He had
heard of only one person who was a
fourth generation Londoner. One of the

! Cities Losing Vitality Source

I

by Rapid Depopulation of

I

Farms, Irish Poet Declares !
major couses of Rome's fan, he quoted

I

historians as saying, was the neglect of

Back FroniTour of Nation

Marlborough's

"SELF-TAUGHT'^

PHRASE BOOKS
of European and Oriental

Languages
for your

CRUISE OR TOUR.
Price* Net

Sc!f-Taught

Youth's Urban Trek Terri-

fies Country Folk,HeFinds

(Reprinted jrovi yesterday's late editions)

George W. Russell, the celebrated
"AE," Irish poet, mystic anc' economist,
has completed his tour of the United
States, and Saturday night at Town
Hall he told of some of his observations.
"In almost every state," he said, "I
found the people terrified at the way
the young people are leaving the coun-
try for the cities."
Terming the tendency "a problem of

tremendous importance for you," Mr.
Russell quoted this saying of

Italian agriculture,
Twenty-five years ago he had read in

an American journal that in New Eng-
land, near New York, there were 25,000
neglected farms. "I said to myself then,"
he continued, "that the disease which
attacked Rome has begun its attacks
against the mightiest city in the New
World."

Cites Fable on Farm Aid

It seemed to him that the American
agricultural engineers, through the
state agricultural colleges, had come to
the aid of farmers. That aid, however,
reminded him of the fable about the
elephant who. coming upon a brood of

motherless chicks, said to herself: '^Poor

chicks. I will adopt you." Whereby,
he recounted, the elephant sat down
on them.
The country, he said, must build up

its rural civilization and some howsage
c. ancient China, holding it still to be

, , ., ^ , .

true: "The well-being of a country de- "^^^® ^* ^° prosperous and pleasing
pends upon its agriculture. Agricul
tun is the root of the nation. Com-
merce and industry are the branches
and leaves of the trer. Ix anything in-
jures the root, the tree of the state
will die."

If the present process continues, and
he declared "it seems logical that It
must," "AE" held that in another gen-
eration or two the United States would
have only from 10 to 20 per cent of Its
population located on highly organ-
ized industrial farms, while the re-
maining 80 to 90 per cent would be in
cities.

Finds More Energy Here
"I should consider such a condition

as that," he said, "a danger to life a
dariger to the quality of your human-
ity."

He implied it would inaugurate the
decline of the nation and that It would
certainly be the beginning of the de-
cline Of New York City. New York
and the other American cities, he said
still are teeming with vitality. In fact'
he had never seen communities
charged with more restless energy

than your American cities," but the
present movement of people to them

that few would want to leave it,

"AE" spoke under the auspices cf
the Community Councils of the City of
New York. He does not intend to re-
turn to Ireland until some time in May,
but this was his last public appearance
in this city. John Kirkland Clark
presided.
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THE HIDDEN LIFE

-—-:o:-»

—

(BY T. L. VASWANI.)
|

Suffering, too, is a sacrament
suffering, too, is a gift from the
All-Giver. And lying on my bed
of illness I have received
thoughts too deep for tears.

One 0^ them I recorded in the
following words:

—

My soul! be humble as grass,

be patient as the tree, be prayer-
ful as the daisy!
How hiunble is grass! We

trample upon it; it bends; It does
not break! So must thou be my
soul! complain not! Do they
trample upon tho ideals which
thou dost adore? Do they turn
away from thee in passion and
hate? Complain not! Bless

thiem that ill-treat thee or speak
ill of thee. They but draw thee
n(^arer to the Lord. Be humble
aW grass!

fcook at you tree! How pa-
tient! The sun beats upon it

aiid the rains descend upon it;

it? stands in the midst of all di-

fficulties. So stand thou, my soul,

pastient amid all trials and tri-

biEotions. Stand thou, patient
^si^the tree!

And the daisy! See how each
day it tooks at the sunl The

daisy turns its face to the morn-
ing sun! So be thou, my soul!

Gaze at Him, the Sun of Suns!
Gaze at the beauty of the bless-

ed one! And receiving from
Him some rays pass them on to

others to waim and haal some
aching hearts.
Humble as grass, and patient

as the tree and prayerful as the
flower, thou wilt grow in the
[hidden life of the Hidden God,
! (Translated from the Vernacular),

tor assisting eaiicauonai experiment, is to oe con-

gratulated on Mr. Bellerby's book.

MONEY VERSUS MAN. A Statement of the

World Problem from the Standpoint of the New
Economics. By Frederick Soddy. 6j x 4i,

121 pp. Elkin Mathews and Marrot. 3s. 6d. n.

Professor Soddy is one of those who attribute all

economic ills to the present money system, and in

particular to the free issue of credit at interest by
private banks. His argument suffers from un-

familiarity with the latest economic ideas, but at

least avoids the common mistake of wishing to

abolish interest, which he recognizes, though
indistinctly, to be a necessary means of rationing

savings. Professor Soddy's main case is that the

•banks, by issuing private mone^^ are robbing the

community in the same way as a counterfeiter of

coins.
When the banks lend what Professor Soddy calls

" non-existent money " (that is Avhen they allow

investment beyond saving), it is true that they tax

the community through rising prices. But in a

properly controlled currency system it is not the
"' banks " but the central bank of issue alone which
thus profits ; and it is expected in return to main-

tain a stable monetary unit. It is nevertheless true

that the central bank, through its privilege of

issuing money at interest, is paid for the service

of waiting, which the community as a whole
perforins. Of the difficulties of regulating the

currency according to an index-number Professor

Soddy seems to have no idea.

The Jacksons am^ -
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Sunday Evening^ April 5

"THE COLLAPSE OF CAPITAL"

The Nemesis of American business—overproduction in

the machine age—unemployment as a twin evil—the need

for co-ordinated engineering control.

STUART CHASE

^TUART CHASE, Economist, who spoke to us last

^^ year on "Men and Machines," needs no further

introduction to our audience or any other audience in

America. He is one of the foremost Economists in the

United States and has been called "the philosopher of

the power age."

Mr. Chase answers Dr. Fosdick's challenge as

follows:

"Until somebody develops a fool-proof airplane and
puts it into mass production, thus giving prosperity a

new backbone, I fail to see why we are not in for a

gruelling period of overproduction, unemployment,
and economic mal-adjustment. When the motor car hit

the saturation point and began to dissolve, the Pros-

perity Chorus was out of a job—^though it did not

realize it and went on singing for months and months.

Indeed some of the boys are singing yet.

"An airplane or some similar gadget—it must be good for two or three million

jobs at least—might give us another boom for a while, until the air traffic cops were
overwhelmed and another saturation point was reached; when wham! But the gadget

is not in sight ajid the breadlines are. It seems to me that the times call for the boldest

economic thinking that this Republic has ever done. The old saws will not work;
the old formulas are played out; the system of unlimited free competition has been

drifting into insolvency ever since the first merger and the first trade union fifty and
more years ago, and is now completely bankrupt. Its high priests are doddering

Utopians, unmindful of the billion horsepower that has knocked their philosophy

galley west. Good old supply and demand are in a roadside ditch, buried under a

capital equipment of double normal requirements. Less government in business and
the Federal Reserve to hold everything. There was and it did—and swell advice that

turned out to be. An Indian in a Mexican village is a plutocrat compared with six

or seven million American citizens today.

"The government ran the war pretty well and I do not see why it cannot run what
may be an even more serious crisis equally well. By running it I mean taking the

initiative in a program of reasonably drastic action. Business today ivill assume no

responsibility of leadership. It is badly frightened, to begin with, and has no leaders,

to end with. It might do something only if it were prodded hard enough. I think

Congress, state governors, state legislatures, should seize the throne which business

has abdicated—pretty shaky it always was—and set the balls rolling. Nor is there

a great deal of time to lose, failing the aforementioned gadget."
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AJANTA. The Colour and MoimcHROME
Reproductions of the Ajanta Frescoes
BASED on Photography. With an

Explanatory Text by G. Yazdani, and
an Introduction by Laurence Binyon.
Part I. (Oxford University Press.

London : Milford. £8 8s. net.)

Published nnfl^r fhp anpo^^i „„+t,..^;x-

In the presence of these reproductions

one is not very much inclined to attempt
I

verbal descriptions of the Ajanta paintings
|

or even to enlarge upon their artistic merits ;
|

but there is one passage in Mr. Binyon's intro-
!

duction which is not only true to the par-
j

ticular case but so valuable in its bearing on
j

the question of artistic design in general
j

that it must be quoted at some length. Mr.
|

Binyon had said, many years ago. that, in
j

comparison with Chinese art the composition '

of the Ajanta painters seemed to him '

'crowded ;

and incoherent " and their art " primitive."
i

This judgment was questioned by M. Ivan
\

Stclioukine, and Mr. Binyon now admits
i

that it has been somewhat modified by closer

acquaintance with the works. He says :

—

At any rate I freely acknowledge that the
more the frescoes are contemplated the more
does one appreciate the siibtle relationships that
connect the groups of figures, so that though
the " unity " of the compositions is not what
impresses the eye at first—rather, in many cases
at- least, the reverse—one comes in the end to
recognize that profound conceptions can dispense
with the formulas of calculated surface-arrange-
ment and have their own occult means of knitting
together forms in apparent diffusion. The unity
attained is not so much like the decorative unity
we are accustomed to expect in works of pictorial art

as like the deep congruity we find in nature, the
continuity of relation between the hills and the
trees and the flowers, the shadows and the light

:

it satisfies in the same large and silent way . . .

Thus the design is not altogether on the surface,

but an underlying vitality within.

The value of this passage—its truth will

be evident to anybody who studies such a
composition as" A Bodhisattva (Padmapani),"
Plate xxiv.—is in the suggestion that " pro-
found conceptions " and " vitality " are
themselves organizing factors. Years ago
Carlyle pointed out that impassioned speech
tends to be metrical—as may be observed
in domestic broils in any neighbourhood
where manners are free—and it is within
everybody's experience that under excite-

ment bodily movements tend to be rhyth-
mical. In vegetable nature it is energy of

growth that produces the shapely form.
It is, in fact, a general truth that strong
impulses and high temperatures make for

order. The artistic importance of this is

not merely in the fact, but may be suggested
by reference to Mr. Binyon's remark that,

" the artists of Ajanta had before them
always the primary aim of rendering the
significance of the stories they were to paint

upon the walls." That is to say, it is only
the design which proceeds from " profoimd

conceptions " and'" vitality within "—from
a sort of inner necessity of the relation of
artist to subject—that gets over the enormous
difficulty of including what we call
" subject interest " in a completely organized
and unified work of art. It is the low-
pulsed design that suffers from subject
interest ; and, artistically speaking, ther#is very
Uttle to choose between the dull representation
which does not arrive at formal order and
the design in which unity is secru^ed only
by leaving out some of the factors in the
artistic problem.

I do not know whether our friend ever
read William Vaug-hn Moody's "The
Fire-Bringer," but there is in that poem
a song of Pandora which describes ex-
actly the terms of Henry Higginson's
triumph over adverse fate:

Of wounds and sore defeat
I made my battle-stay;

Winded sandals for my feet-

I wove of my delay;

Of weariness and fear,

I made my shouting spear;
Of loss .and doubt, and dread.
And swift oncoming doom
I made a helmet for my head
And a floating plume.
Prom the shutting mist of death,

From the failure of the breath.
I made a battle-horn to blow
Across the vales of overthrow.
O hearken, love ,the battle-horn!
The triumph clear, the silver scorn!

O hearken where the echoes bring.

Down the grey disastrous morn.
Laughter and rallying!

S^



A striking passage in Sir James Jeans's
'' The Mysterious Universe " marks the re-

versal imposed on scientific thought by
the substitution of the electron for the

atom as primary constituent of the material

world. Progress for the physicist had consisted

for a long time of an analysis of matter
into ever minuter elements, with the idea

that in the end he would abut on an indi-

visible nugget of fact. Instead of this, he
found himself skating on thinner and thinner

ice, until his foot went through. His prey
escaped him at the last encounter : the seem-
ing-solid atom melted into a hollow trans-

parency. The hunt was up. " No matter how
far we retreat from an electrified particle, we
cannot get outside the range of its repulsions

and attractions. This shows that an electron

must, in a certain sense at least, occupy the

whole of space." Sir James goes on to suggest

^that speculation now tends to an amalgama-
tion of energy with thought. An analogy

^begins to appear between the workings of the

ultimate forces and the workings of the hviman

,
mind.

Such an amalgamation has long been a

commonplace of the philosophy called ideal-

ism, wliich has, as it were, silently assumed
this culminating discovery that every elec-

tron occupies the whole of space. It holds

that all truth comes home to every thinker,

that the mind has a universal passport, is

nowhere excluded or exclusible, that, like the

omnipresent electron, every vibrating thought-

moment speaks and listens to the sinn of

created things. This sense of truth universal,

repeated in everj'^ ixiind in every moixient of

existence, began for us with Plato ; but it first

became an influence affecting daily life

through the teaching of Jesus Christ, when He
called men sons of God and claimed them as

the equal inheritors with Himself of one

Heavenly Kingdom. Unfortunately the truth

Christ taught has been partially obscured by
the very processes which revealed it. A very

bright light was needed if tliis most far-

reaching, most home-abiding of all truths was
to be made visible ; and the blaze of the light

has distracted our attention from the truth

it illumines. Contrary to what many people

suppose, there is this difference between religi-

ous and scientific truth : that a truth of science

can be accepted, but a truth of religion must
be felt; and to feel certain truths it is first

necessary to be disposed to feel them. The
\discovery of the all-penetrating electron is on
that account a solvent. It opens our minds

to a kind of truth against which tfiey mignt
otherwise be closed. A little while ago those
who talked of the unity of evolving life or
the brotherhood of man seemed to be playing
with phantoms. But now the stubbornest of
the Philistines finds his scepticism undercut.
What he accepts of the electron he cannot
deny to the intelligence.

A new day therefore dawns for all the
religions of humanity, of which, for us in this
Christian country, Christianity is naturally
the chief. Whereas men lately supposed
that material things excluded and worked
against one another, like cogs in a machine,
they now find that the condition of theii- exist-
ence is an unfettered fusion. So perhaps our
human exclusions and antagonisms may not
be as fatal as they seem. Every man is a
microcosm, reflecting the universe

; every
electron is the same. Once we should have
thought it self-evident that if two men desired
the whole, their desires would be conflicting.
Now we shall admit that if both possessed
it, each would have twice as much as if either
had it to himself, since each would include the
other's possession in his own. The solitary
possessor is a man in a walled room, the pair
are in a room between opposing mirrors,
where each sees his own and the other's re-
flection in an infinite series. And then, what
each sees effectually is but the feeblest frac-
tion of what he might see. He claims the
created universe and crouches timidly in a
dark corner. We are all lost on our immense
estate, our minds no more penetrate the vast

expanse than a glow-worm's ray that lights
the nearest grass-blade. We need reflectors
everywhere, and the more variously they
stand the better our chance of correcting the
bias of place and partiality in all. Diflterences,
antagonisms even, are vital, since they alone
secure us against self-hypnotism. We need
not further elaborate the value to mankind
of Its families, races, nations—those suns,
constellations, nebulae of the night of truth.
The topic is a familiar one.

Why, then, if material and soiritual inter



/ Carlyle's most representative work

IS On Heroes and Hero Worship. Like

all important, fruitful books, this one is

dominated by a single great thought

to which everything else is subordi-

nated; and, like all significant, fruitful

thoughts, it is a simple one that^ lies

near at hand. Up to Carlyle's time,

heroes had been looked upon as some-

thing pompous, dazzling, and theatri-

cal. Carlyle, however, portrayed the

hero as being distinguished from other

men by his simplicity, by his mute,

unpretentious service of the idea that

fills him and secretly leads him for-

ward. His chief quality lies in the fact

that he always speaks the truth, al-

ways has his feet on the ground of

facts. All other marks are secondary.

He is the bravest of men, but his

bravery has nothing dazzUng or theat-

rical about it. He is no brilliant,

wonderful adventurer, fighting drag-

ons or demons; he faces the much

more difficult battle with reahty.
^

This is, roughly, Carlyle's unique

discovery. Although apparently a triv-

ial aflFair, it signified a complete revo-

lution in our conception of the char-

acter and achievements of great men.

It meant, to put the matter in a nut-

shell, a clear-cut, definite split between

the Germanic and the romantic con-

ceptions of a hero. The hero as he

existed in the romantic imagination

was a knight and cavalier. His feelings

were always on the tip of his tongue

and his courage on the tip of his

sword. He was very sensitive on the

subject of honor, but less so on the

subject of duty. He knew how to

carry himself in a superior fashion,

how to talk cleverly and entertain

women. In matters of decorum, of

good manners and picturesque gener-

osity, he excelled, but he was less

interested in morality and righteous-

ness. His whole life was a novel

—

tense, brilliant, sentimental, but notalways true. He was a luxury^roductThe Germanic hero is the opp'^osite of
this. He s the real, unadorned, andoften unpleasant necessity.

Osborn Talks on Evolution.

His studies of the giant shovel-

tusked mastodon of 3,000,000 years

ago were used by Professor Henry
Fairfield Osborn today in attacking

"accidental" theories of evolution be-

fore the National Academy of Sci-

ences. Professor Osborn is presi-
dent of the American Museum of
Natural History, New York.
He set forth his theory that the

evolution of the scoop-like lower jaw
of the shovel-tusked mastodon is evi-
dence that evolutionary changes do
not occur by accident but result from
the "struggle for existence" among
organs within an animal. The mas-
todon develops its lower jaw into a
scoop to gather swamp plants while
its relative, the African elephant de-
veloped its upper tusks to great
length to uproot trees for their top
twigs.
Professor Osborn believes each an-1

imal developed the tusks best adapted
I to gathering food in its vicinity, not
by accident but by necessity. This
supports his belief that organs of an
animal which develop most rapidly
are those that do the most work
Machines break down under resist
ance, he pointed out, but animal
ans improve in proportion t
"" arice tlT^y ftieeT ""

"

1

\f

resist-

lal or- 1

Takes Issue With Others.

This principle, Professor Osborn ex-

plained, is contrary to three widely-

held modern evolution teories. These
are the Lamarckian theory that new
animal types arise because they in-

herit changes resulting from changed
habits in past generations; the Dar-
winian theory that new types result
from accidental variations of which
only the best adapted survive, and
the vitalistic theories that changes
arise from a driving force within the
germ plasm.



A Poet.

Here lies a spendthrift who believed
That only those who spend m3.y keep;
\^o scattered seeds, yet never grieved
Beoaaise a, stranger caxie to reap;

A failure who might well have risen;
Yet, ragged, sa>ng exnltantl37'
That all success is but a prison,
And only those who fail are free;

\iho took what little Ecirth had given,
And wa.tched it bla.ze, a.nd wa.tched it die;
"Who could not see a distant Hea-ven
Because of dazzling nearer sky;

\vho never flinched till Earth had taken
The most of him back home again,
And the la^st silences were shaken
With songs too lovely for his pen.
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from the socialization of Its powers. Government to the

ordinary individual today means coercion, a system of pro-

hibitions enacted into laws. To interpret government in

its original meaning of steering, rather than forbidding, is

the aim of education in socialism.

While government should be essentially an engine of

direction and planning, it is natural that it should exer-

cise control, in the interest of the general good, over what

we properly call utilities, food supply, basic industry, and

all things essential to the sustaining of human life on this

earth. It is unnecessary to point out that this does not



^^.:J)r(n/^.iA>a^ tflxj
of Khaddaf'^ byp
Gregrg, (Madras. 8.

192S. pp. 226.

*' Eeonomlcs
Riohard B
Ganeshan,
Rs. 1-8-0.)

This is one of the most im-
portant books that has come out
during the last few years, and
although it was published two
years ago, it is rather disappoia-

tiag that it has not been better

known among Parsees. The ap
pearance of this treatise cuts

away the ground from under the

feet of those who ignorantly and
oontemptuously dismiss the idea

that khaddar will bring salvation

to India. A challenge has been
thrown to such people. It is

upto them to take it up, to

answer it adequately if they can;

and if they cannot, to recognise

their error.

The author says that " this

little book is a statement of how
the project ( of the production of

khaddar) looks to one who had
seven years of practical work
and stud/ in industrial and lab-

our problems in America (much
of which was in cotton mills) to

gether with a two and half years'

study in India of the khaddar
The latter period

't
Kind otto satisfy every tind ot reader, source of all power, and that our

from the pure student to the so material existence depends on
called practical business man. the action of the sun on the
For not content with merely leaves of trees, which action pro-
discussing the thejretical aspects duces the green substance called
of the case for khaddar, the chlorophyll. He who has not
author has tried, and sucoesfuUy, grasped that idea thoroughly and

in all its implications can neverto answer the question "Will it

pay in rupees, annas and pies ?"

But apart from its importance [abstractions into which the
as a book on the particular pro-
blem of khaddar, there is another
way in which it must rank as

one of toe most important con-
tributions to modern economics^
It is true that it does
not contain anything new,
bat Mr. Grrgg has
the courage to restate

of the fundamental
tions of economics
which professional

come out of the rut of empty

some
posi-

positions

economists
choose to Ignore,

ago, Ruskin said

When, long
that the reed

value of a loaf of bread is not
the price in shillings and pence
which it may fetch in the mar-
ket (which price may vary from
day to day and even from hour
to hour,) but by the number of
calories it contains, that is to

^ ^. , ,, , , - ,

wy, by the energy which it will
movement. The latter penod m- , , , ,

eluded observation both in theJ^^PP^y ^^^ ^?^ ^^? ^^^^''^^^i^'

villages and at the head-quartern I "» ^
'^^^

of the movement. The investiga-

tion was undertaken primarily to

clarify my own thinking." So,

it is obvious that the author did

not undertake this task as a

political propagandist. He has

investigated the problem from a

strictly scientific point of view,

and has considered the question

from the engineering, technolo-

gical, competitive, money—price,

unemployment, and purchasing

power aspects. This book ought

as the real value of a

piece of coal is the amount of

heat which it gives out in burn-

ingj he was laughed at by the so-

called expert economists as a

fool and an ignoramus, as one
who did not understand any-

thing about economics. That is

the difierence between real and
paper economics.

The scientific study of econo-
mics ought to begin with the

realization that &e sun is the

en-

,
tirely arbitrary notions such i^s

that of "the economic man f,
" the selfish-motive ", '' human
nature " etc., must lead him.
Mr. Gregg's book comes in re*

freshing contrast <o the ordi-

nary treatise on economics. For
had

j
here, at last, we come to gripa

iTT^Aff^ith facts. Mr. Gregg consi*
[ders the situation which exists:

he does not construct one out of
his head and then theorise or
moralise over it The authoii
takes a cue from the vast prac-
tical experience of Mr. Heary
Ford (whom he often quotes), and
develops this fundamental idea :

" The right us a of power is the
important thing, the machine
is only an incident ". He shovCl
what immense reserve power Wil
have in India in the shape o

'

idle hands during the monsoo;
months. To allow that power tt

lie unused for the sake of buying
cheap cloth from Manchester is

as the author conclusively shows
bad economics, bad ethics^ and
tgi politics.

The following story abou
|

a Chinese Emperor and i

European engineer is ver]

much to the point. There wai.

a river in the kingdom whicl
swelled exceedingly at certaii

times of the year and floodei



the districts rouad. Therefore,
temporAiy uams had to be built

every year, and the building of
these provided occupation for
thousands of the emperor*s

subjects for several months of

the year. A European enginaer
came along, studied the situation

and reported to the emperor
that such permanent improve-
ments in the water-course of the
river could be made as to

obviate the necessity of erecting
dams and spending large sums of

money annually. The emperor
listened to the proposal very
sympatheticall/ and answered :

j

"I shall be most happy to let

you make the permanent im*
provemeats you propose, j>rp-

lise in life the G^ood, the True,

and the Beautiful, and to whom
culture means the measure in

which that ideal has already

been realised. Mr. Gregg^s book

should appear as an event of no

mean importance in these days

of slovenly thinking and pur-

poseless pursuits.

« «

t»-^

1.'

vided you find some useful work \

for the thousands of labourers

who are sure to be thrown out of

employment

carried out.

if

I

your plan

prefer to

IS

go

on dealing with the floods in the

primitive way, for I prize more

highly the happiness and tran-

quillity of my subjects than

all the benefits that your

ingenuity can briog". There are

people who seriously believe that

'

Mahatma Gandhi's proposal

means "putting back the clock".

To such people, obviously, civili-

sation and culture mean

nothing else than multiplication

ot wants and enhane-

ment of comforts < If that be

JO, we have nothing to tell them

md they should leave Mr.

jiregg's book alone. But to

those who believe that oiviliza-

ion consists in striving to rea-
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''nconomics of Khaddar.
yy

By La.jpaT Kai

This is the title of a monograph of about 226

pages written by Mr. Richard l>. Gregg and
published recently by 8. Ganesan, Madras.* I

have read the book almost from cover to cover

and I am free to confess that I had never before

read a more comprehensive, a more exhaustive

and a more illuminating exiDOsition of the econo-

mics of Khaddar in one place. In places it seems
that the writer is indulging in special pleading,

but a careful examination of the arguments and
facts relied upon shows that in fact it is not so.

One may or may not agree with all of his argu-

ments but there is no doubt that the writer has

made -a thorough and a careful study of the

subject in all its aspects and has tried to meet
all the criticisms that have been directed against

the khaddar movement, in a spirit of fairness

and with a knowledge of facts and figures whicli

is convincing. I \v\\\ here summarise some of the

most important facts and argument relied upon
by the author in his thesis.

[a) In the opinions of all reliable and'

competent observers, both British and Indian it;

is agreed that the farmers in practically every
province and district in India, are idle for at

least three months of each year. Many authori-

ties say four months and some si-x. These various

authorities also agree that even on the days when
the farmer is working there are idle hours to a

considerable amount, (p. 24.)

(b) '' Unemployment is a scourge. If the

manipulation of one factor in industrial organiza-

tion may lead in any way to a diminution of the

evil the immediate duty of all concerned would
seem to be to strengthen this factor w^hen

possible, and determine the soundest criteria for

its use.''

*' Unemployment is the most important

single source of waste.
''

It is very well to advocate greater produc-

tion through the introduction of machinery, the

increased use of mechanical power, through
standardization and through advanced technique

of one kind or another. Society as a whole does

*Economics of Khaddnr. B" Eichard B. Gregg, IVfa-lrns,

S. Ganesan & Co., Ko. 1-8.

profit as we learn to make two pairs of shoes at the
cost formerly required for one. But until we can
guarantee to the individual a higher measure of
protection in making his or her contribution to

the increasing effectiveness of our national pro-

'duction our enthusiasm must necessarily be
tempered with the thought that with each step

forAvard the spectre of unemployment is actually

raised. We can hardly expect the interest and
much less the whole-hearted support of the

workers who are most likely to be adversely
affected until we see in unemployment the very
core of the problem of waste elimination But

- after all, looked at from the national and econo-
mic standpoint, what we all want, ^employers
and employees alike, is the substance of con-

tinuous employment rather than protection

against unemployment.*' (p. 92.)

(c) " Although we do not have any figures

for China, it is probably safe to say that un-

employment is greater at all times in India than

"in any other country in tho w'orld." (p. 94).

(d) " that there were approximately
107,000,000" actual w^orkers wholly enganged in

pasture and agriculture." Also that they are idle

at least three months of tlie year. Note that this

figure does not include any industrial usiem^^^

ment,—-—only that in agriculture. It does ^
include any of those city industrial wastes clas

<J^

fied under the heads of intermittent unemplo^^

rneht, underemployment, seasonal unemploymentA

cyclical unemployment, residual unemploymeat,

laliour turnover, lost time, strikes and lock-puts,

absenteeism, idleness due to preventable acci-

dents or preventable sickness." (p. 98.)

(e) Assuming an average daily wage for

agricultural workers as 3 annas (for wai^t

authorities are quoted). Mr. Gregg says

:

*'At this 3 annas rate, 107,000,000 people in 90

days, the period of their idleness, could eara

;

Ks. 1,805,625,000. This then may be considered

I

the annual cost of unemployment among only the

! agricultural population of India exclusive of

'i Burma If divided among the total population

it makes a cost or sort of tax of about Rs. 5-7-0

i per capita.

'"This figure exceeds the total revenue of the

Govt^rnment of India (1924—25).

*' Remember also that the real cost of un-

enjployment is probably much in excess of the

above estimate, because the values produced

)3y these people at work would be considerably

greater than merely their wages. Also in most

provinces now (1927) agricultural wages are m



fact from 5 to 8 annas a clay for men and from 4
to 6 annas for women. We have purposely
chosen a low figure in order to be eonsetva-
tive.

'' On any basis of calculation, it is clear that

unemployment creates a staggering burden upon
the India nation, and indeed upon the world.

" Although the historical records show that
two hundred and fifty years ago spinning was
practised in almost every household in India, and
that it was intentionally and systematically des-

troyed by British policy, we cannot, of course
say that the present unemployment is wholly due
to that cause. . .

'* Yet we can say that the importation of
foreign cloth has deprived the farmers of their

former supplementary occupation, and that if,

for instance, only one quarter of the farmers now
idle would take up spinning it would vastly
relieve that part of the unemployment. And we
may also say that the continued purchasing of
foreign cloth by India prevents that accomplish-
ment, in the sense that it cannot fully take place
until the purchase of foreign cloth very greatly
decreases. Hence, in that special sense, we
may say, for purposes of argument, that the
purchase of foreign cloth is a cause of say
one quarter of the present agricultural un-
employment. In 1925 over one third of the total

Indian consumption of cloth was imported.

"The average per capita consumption of
cloth in India is estimated by the correspondent
of the Manchester Guardian Commercial at 13
yards. Mr. Gandhi estimates it at 14 yards per
head. Taking the larger figure so as to get ^
more conservative result and taking the total
population of India at 319,000,000 we see thai
the total annual cotton cloth consumption is

about 4,466,000,000 yards. The quarter of the
present agricultural unemployment would be
26,750,000 people. (This small part is , chosen
so as to erj*, if at all, on the side of conserva-
tism.) At a wage of 3 annas per day, this would
give Rs 451,406,000 as the cost of their unem-
ployment for three months in the year. Divid-
ing this loss by the total cloth consumption \n
yards gives 1 anna 9 pies. On the above assump-
tion this may be said to represent the cost of

)v^
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^' ''nconomics of Khaddar.
>y

By La.jpaT Kai

This is the title of a inonogTaph of about 226

pages written by Mr. Richard B. Gregg and
published recently by S. Ganesan, Madras.* I

have read the book almost from cover to cover

and I am free to confess that I had never before

read a more comprehensive, a more exhaustive

and a more illuminating exposition of the econo-

mics of Khaddar in one place. In places it seems
that the writer is indulging in special pleading,

but a careful examination of the arguments and
facts relied upon shows that in fact it is not so.

One may or may not agree with all of his argu-

ments but there is no doubt that the writer has
made s, thorough and a careful study of the

subject in all its aspects and has tried to meet
all the criticisms that have been directed against

the khaddar movement,, in a spirit of fairness

and with a knowledge of facts and figures which
is convincing. I will here summarise some of the

most important facts and argument relied upon
by. the^Uthor in his thesis.

profit as we learn to make two pairs of shoes at the
cost formerly required for one. But until we can
guarantee to the individual a higher measure of
protection in making his or her contribution to

the increasing effectiveness of our national pro-

eduction our enthusiasm must necessarily be
tempered with the thought that with each step

forward the spectre of unemployment is actually

raised. We can hardly expect the interest and
much less the whole-hearted support of the

workers who are most likely to be adversely
. affected until we see in unemployment the very
core of the problem of waste elimination But
-after all, looked at from the national and econo-

mic standpoint, what we all want, employers
and employees alike, is the substance of con-

tinuous employment rather than protection

against unemployment.*' (p. 92.)

(c) ^' Although we do not have uny figures

for China, it is probably safe to say that un-

employment is greater at all times in India than

"in any other country in tho world.'' (p. 94).

(d) " that there were approxiinately
107,000,000" actual workers wholly enganged in

pasture and agriculture." Also that they are idle

at least three months of the year. Note that this

,dian rural unemployment i for each yard of

coth purchased. If instead, we were to divide

ihe Rs. 451,406,000 by only the yardage of

foreign cotton cloth purchased (1,090,421,921

yards in 1921— 22), the result would be 6 annas

2 pies per yard.

"We may then say that when foreign cotton

oloth is purchased in India at least 1 anna and 9

pies and probably much more of the price per

yard could be deducted if the Indian rural un-

employment were relieved by getting one-quarter

of the agricultural workers to spin and weave by

liand."

I agree with these conclusions and will in the

ruxt article state w^bat logically follows there-

from.

:Healfh Note:

Tuberculosis.

^

By Dr. N. R. Dharmavir D. P. H.

Tuberculosis is a disease caused by destruc-

tive processes set up in the lungs or in other

parts of the body by a small niicro-organism

•called the Tubercle Bacillus. When the disease

affects the lungs it is commonly known as Phthisis

It is a communicable and preventable disease.
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^ Economics of Khaddar.*

By Lajpat Rai.

i

Having accepted the conclusions of Mr. Gregg as

regards unemployment, its extent and its causes, I

have no hesitation in saying—-

(a) That spinning and weaving furnjsh the most
suitable employment for the unemployed or partially

engaged agriculturist.
|

(&) That though the income therefrom may be

very slender, it makes a substantial addition to the total

income of the agriculturist at the end of the year.

The agriculturist does not work for daily wages or

for monthly payment. Generally his income is annua
or six-monthly. If therefore his earnings from spin-

ning and weaving be calculated six-monthly or by
the total for the year, it will make a welcome addition

to his total income and will be very helpful in enabling

him to meet his needs and those of his family.

(c) That the agriculturist being ordinarily a

person who has no spare funds to invest nor any
credit, cannot engage in pursuits which entail invest-

ment of large capital. The rates of interest on which
he generally gets loans are ruinous and once in the

clutches of the money-lender, he is lost.

(c/) That the Government being unwilling to fioat

any scheme or schemes by which the agriculturist may

'Concluded from the last issue. '

find employment for the period for which there is

nothing to be done in connexion with agriculture, the

duty of finding means of such employment devolves

on us and we certainly cannot finance any other

scheme.

{c) That the industry because it is so simple, re-

quires such simple tools and is learnt so easily, is the

best suited to the intelligence and the means of the

agriculturist.

(f) That so far no one has been -able to suggest

any alternative to it (it must be remembered no one

suggests that Charkha be made a full-time occupation

by those who can earn more money by doing something

else)

.

{g) That there is no possibility of the mill in-j

dustry being so developed in the near future as to!

render India independent of foreign cloth.
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(k) That if more money be put in the khad|

J. avement, it may be possible to reduce the cost o\

t . lanufacture and to make it cheaper than it is. UnlesJ

ihat is achieved, we should preach that people shoul(

use cloth made of yarn spun by themselves or in th(

own homes because it is patriotic to do so. Withl

-his, khadi will virtually seem to be cheaper than]

mill-made stuflf.

I am convinced that the greatest efifort should be|

put in to push on khadi and to remove untouchabil-

'•iy. But that does not exclude the other work from I

i'l? purview. A yard of foreign cloth boycotted means

|

dw addition of one anna nine pies to the income of

the unemployed Indian agriculturist.

Miscellany .

Quarterly Report of the All-India

Achhut Uddhar Committee,

The first three months of 1928 have been a

period of strenuous and busy propaganda work
throughout the United Provinces, and the

Hindustani C. P. More than a dozen depressed

classes conferences and two dozen meetings were

held in dififerent districts of these two provinces.

The more important among them being the

second Provincial Achhut Uddhar Conference

held at Meerut on February 19th and 20th,

W.l^9 and the Bundelkhand Achhut Uddhar

^Kl enn>lovn,ent for the period i°;^^ -^ch^, *:! Ae'
,,..,no'to-„e ..one •-;/7^^;\:il;S devolves

scheme

.

at^riculturist.

n^i t .. f;.r no one has been able to suggest

''''^"(,„
That there is no possib.Hty o*

/"'J, '*;;

dusti being so developed in the ";«' f"'"'^'^ ^' '°,

" .^ . ^^ :„,i^^^,.^^nt nt foreien cloth. i
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Folk-lore of the Punjab.
" THINK OP THE TRUE PURA " (GOD).

By Lajwanti Rama Krishna.

In a certain village, in a remote part of
[northern India, there was a tank in which lived

there was a great
was no rain for

la Pura* with his wife. Once
draught in the land for there

^Male water-insect.

water soon it would
existence.*' To this

quietly replied, " my
afraid, but put your

nonths. Leaves and shrubs had withered and
the fields and meadows were scorched and dry.

There was not a green spot left and the whole
land presented a look of desolation and despair..

Even the wells began to dry up. Seeing all this

Puri* felt greatly distressed and addressing her
mate said *' what should we do now, the water in

the tank is drying up fast and if we do not get

be dangerous for our
the unconcerned Pura
dear wife do not be
faith in the True Pura^^"^

Hearing this Puri was somewhat consoled and
silent. But the water, however, went lower and
lower day by day and with this Puri's fright

became greater and greater and slie again ad-
dressed her lord thus, " dear husband, the water
in the tank is drying and decreasing very
rapidly, threatening distinct danger to our little

lives. How can we save ourselves ?*' Un-
touched by the grief of his wife again, Pura
calmly repeated the same answer, '' Puri, think of
the TriK' Pura.''' A few days later the water
almost reached the bottom of the tank. Puri,.

greatly perturbed and frightened, asked the same
despairing question of her husband. But
receiving the same stereo-typed answer became
•cstless. The tank was almost dry as the heat
jrew intenser. Puri becoming awfully fearful

her mate. Dear

and Pura were, was carried and emptied in front
of the door of a house. The Puri realising that
their end was near at hand and with eyes full of
tears bade adieu to her husband with the
pathetic words, " Ram Ram, my last Ram Ram,
my beloved lord and husband. Pray pardon
my faults and shortcomings. I thank you for
your love and kindness and crave for your
forgiveness for my faults; say my love that you
extend your pardon to me, we are only a few
minutes together and the hand of cruel death
will presently fall on us for ever.'* The husband
serene and unconcerned made the same reply
"Puri, my wife, t;hink of the True Pura.*^

The master of the house at this time came
home with a bundle of corn on his head and
calling out his wife both engaged themselves in a
most urgent domestic work. The plastering
work had consequently to be postponed till the
following morning. God's ways are wonderful.
The night came on, the great Indra, taking pity
on the people opened tlie windows of the heaven
and there was such a down-pour of rain that the
whole aspect of the face of the land was changed
within a short time The heap of clay containing
Pura and Puri was swept away, and they found
themselves in the tank which by the down-pour
of rain became full again.

Over-Joyed and happy on their wonderful
escape Puri said to Pura, " Dear husband,
God has in his infinite mercy granted us
a new lease of existence and unworthy as we
are we have been saved out of the mouth of
death.'* Pura, serene and calm as ever, said:
''Puri, Think of the True Pura.*'

•Female water-insect.
tThe clay found in tanks and canals is generally used

for plastering purposes in the Punjab.

' nd despondent addressed
usband, I fear our end has nearly approached
md we seem to be guests in this world only for
i few hours. The village people will come
i?hortly and will dig up and carry away tank-
•^dayt for plastering purposes and it will be our
^ure end.*' To this the calm husband returned
Ihe same reply, " Puri, Think of the True
Pura.**

Next day men and women, boys and girls
^f the village vied with one another in the
'•emoval of the clay. The basket in which Puri

1

! Ellis: 'When any g:reat person has stood

j
alone against the world it lias alv.aya

i been the world that lost.'
'



BRITONS WARN us

OF TARIFF REPRISAL

Continued from Page One.

able toward extension of the plan to

embrace all of the European Conti-

nent, in in effect realization of the

Briand proposal for a "United States

^I'^'Te' other hand. Henry D.

Sharpe. a manufacturer of Provi-

dence R. I., told the delegates: It

is rny own view that American busi-

ness men generally f^vor support of

the unconditional form of the most

favored nations clause, which has

been an important element of our

United States commercial treaties

^ mV Sh^arpe said that he based this

opinion on an incomplete study by a

committee of the Chamber of Com-
merce of the United States

Dr. Choate, who is director of the

Imperial Chemistry Industries, Ltd.,

considered tariffs as taxes which he

declared, are paid by the eventual

consumer. He termed them also in-

struments for the elimination of for-

eign competition, "so that tariffs tax

one man in favor of another

Holding that "tariffs shut out or

tax capital," Dr. Choate said that

capital is a fundamental element in

modern industrial production, and to

produce its maximum capital must go

where efficiency will be the highest.

Sees Disastrous Reaction Here.

"High tariffs stimulate the growth

of nationalism," Dr. Coates con-

1

tinued. "They provoke every coun-

try' to confine its economic life
|

strictly within its own borders. The
!

idea comes to be expressed in the

form of no imports and no exports,

except in so far as existing inter-

national obligations or climatic rea-

sons compel them.
"Today if any one country entirely

lives to itself, it will seriously damage
its own economic structure. Even
this great republic with its wealth or

natural resources, today finds itself

so linked to the economic unity ot

the world that a fall in the fortunes

of less favored countries, a restric-

tion of their trade, a diminution of

their purchasing power, reacts disas-

trously upon prosperity in this

lie country.
. , ^^ i.

"Foreign markets provide the extra

^Ot** r»*^ A^U* »'m.lJ'

volume of sales needed for a profit.

Tariffs are closing those markets.

Tariffs are cutting out profits.

"The industries of tariff countries

are but a part of the industrial

mechanism of the world. Their

fortunes are tied together. One can-

not suffer without the other.

"Seeing American industrial pros-

perity under a high tariff regime,

Europe is apt to imagine that by the

imitation of the policy of raising

tariffs continuously, it can achieve

the same measure of welfare.
"Alternately, Europe feels that its

industries must be protected against

the efficiency of American methods.
American products must be excluded

because America excludes European
goods. Europe is proceeding to raise

its barriers against America.

Warns of Bitter Feelings.

"Even in Great Britain, which has

now been traditionally a free trade

country for nearly a century, the

movement toward protection is find-

ing a growing number of supporters.

"High tariffs are encouraging the

European movement for closer eco-

nomic relations. Regional pacts and

tariff concessions to countries with

I

close associations are leading to a

I new movement between the East and
Central European agrarian States

and to wider zollverins such as the

proposed Austro-German customs

union. There is grave danger that

these closer unions will provoke even

more bitter feelings against high

transatlantic tariffs."

Mr Bell, who yesterday warned the

United States in a speech that it

must realize its responsibilities as a

creditor nation, today attacked in

i

equally plain-spoken language against

1

high tariffs in general.

I
"Such legislation is not altogether

I exempt from the unholy influences

1 of interests and the graver maiiipu-

1

lations of Parliamentary lobbies, he

said. •. • t_ -u

Reiterating the warning which has

become proverbial in this congress

that "no nation lives or can live for

itself alone," Mr. Bell added:
"Tariffs, as I see them, are the

intrusion into economic well-being of

the cannon and the machine gun,

the high explosive, the poison gas.

"They appear to be, in addition, a

socialistic binder. Some one is em-
powered by government action—and

sch action is by no means always

just or sensible—to prevent me buy-

ing and selling what I want, whence
I want, in such a sort and quantity

and price as I need for the conduct

of my business and the provision of

my Uifilitiapd.
"I^rn'gTad to be prevented from

buying frnilyu I am angry to be

prevented aCm buying a five-penny

loaf and mfde to buy a shilling one.

I know/better than any official what

I need, if resent his interference-

even if I ftiisjudge I am entitled to

my njisjudkment."

TX.
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Imagination
THE HIGHEST FORM OF IMAGINATION, AVERS MR. DE
CASSERES, LIVES BY SUGGESTION. IT HAS NEVER
UTTERED A COMPLETE SOUND, PAINTED A FULL-

LENGTH DREAM OR SOUNDED A SCALE. ITS HOME IS

THAT SHADOWY AND MYSTERIOUS SEVEN-EIGHTHS OF
THE HUMAN BRAIN WE TERM THE UNCONSCIOUS.

By BENJAMIX DECASSERE!^
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In our biological wholes, the chief methods are
the following: There is first the long known method
of nervous coordination; this, however, is the last
to come into play during development. Second,
there is the effect of function, of use and disuse.
It is well known that many tissues, like muscle,
grow stronger with use; and it has recently been
established beyond doubt that not only the quantity
but also the direction of tendon-fibers and bone-
struts IS determined by the stresses and strains to
which they are subjected. Thus, all the minutiae
of adjustment of bones, tendons, muscles and other
organs to their job within the body do not have
to be fixed by heredity at all, but are dealt with ad
hoc in each individual as it grows up. Old prob-
lems, such as the impossibility of imagining how
all the muscles, bones, sinews and blood vessels
needed to support a large-horned deer's head de-
velop coordinately, turn out to be no problems
at all. Or at least, they are no^ evolutionary
problems, but problems of development; and the
number of separate difficulties is much reduced.

r
~»tiU..*V,«^OV5t-*Jt o^-fct-

Ji,^ . f 4-

—

'V^xJt.
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Man does not seem to be able to stand very much
prosperity; least of all does a people, a nation. Defeat is

good for him, for It. Victory Is the rocket, the glare, the

momentary apotheosis at right angles with time and so

doomed: a bursting diffusion of sparks at the last, dying

and dead, leaving a word perhaps, a name, a date, for the

tedium of children In primary history. It Is the defeat

which, serving him against his belief and his desire, turns

him back upon that alone which can sustain him: his fel-

lows, his racial homogeneity; himself; the earth, the Im-

placable soil, monument and tomb of sweat.

This is beyond the talking, the hard words, the excuses

and the reasons; beyond the despair. Beyond that dreadful

desire and need to justify the disaster and give It signifi-

cance by clinging to It, explaining it, which Is the proven/

best way to support the Inescapable. Victory requires nc

explanation. It Is In itself sufficient: the fine screen, the

hield; Immediate and final: It will be contemplated onhji
,

*^<-ory. While the whole contemporary world watchei

and the undefeated who, because of that fact,\

I

^'^ed to talk, to explain It, comes from.

^^'ts Into the mouths of characters

'^ been Incapable of making.

If the characters

ju-rt

^^ ^
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Exiday September 5,

MahaFmTSolves'The Problem

Of Poverty

9i

':cfV-

(THE RICH SHOULD PART WITH
SUPERFLUOUS PROPERTY

Keeping Things One Does Not Need Is

As Bad As Stealing.

"LIVE LIKE birds;, SAYS A MESSAGE
FROM YERVADA.

m the following discourse on Non-P*session or Povarty, Maiat-

Ta GanX states that propsity, 'ffliich one continues to po.se&s

S^Kmrt rippdimr it should hi classified as stolen property

'^e rich have f "m>a-f.aou. c-tore of things which they do not

,^a- while infflioL starve and arc fw^zen to death for want of them

f^ch reLST^Je\sion only of what he needed, no one would ,«

hem want™ aU would live in contentment. As it is, the rlcn|^,

ari. rifscontented no less t'aan the poor".

™Sn: in the real f«nse of the term, consists not^n

multlpKon but m the deliberate and voluntary reduction

warits"o • -'' • ..^.

the
of

77

Perfect fulfilment of the Ideai
on Non-Possession requires, that
man should, like the birds, have
no roof over his head, na cioihing
and no stock of food for the mor-
row. He will indeed need bis
daily bread, but it will be God's
bus7nes.s—and not his- -to rrovide
for it.

CIVILIZATION DEFINED.
Oiily a very few rare souls can

attain this ideal, however. We
ordinary seekers can only keep it

constantly in view, and :n the light

thereof, critfcaUy examine our pro-
per i.y and try to reduce it every
€lay/Ci\ilisralion in the real .sf^nse

of the term consists not in the
multiplication but in the deliberate
and voluntary reduction of wants,
which promotes real happiness

and contentment, and increases

the capacity for service Judging

by this criterion we findj:hat

the Ashram we hold in

ni

ossession

'

lor

we
to

Gandhiji's disteoui^e this u'eek]

on the sixth observance of the'

isShram Non-Possessions <.r Fover-

y.

""Nonwposseasion is allied, with

"Ion-Stealing, A thing not origin-

illystC'Ien would still have to be

!lassllied as stolen property if one

;ohtinues to po^ases^ it witaout

leeding it. Possession implies

>rovi5ion for the future. A seeker

ifter Ti-uth, a follower of the Law

mony things the necessity

hich cannot be proved and

ihus tempt our neighbours

thefts. .

One can reduce one s v/ants oy

perpeverance, and the reduction of

wants miakes fot happiness—

a

nealthy body and a peaceful mmd.

From the stand point of pure

Truth, the body too is properly ac-

quired by the souL By mean^ of a
enjoyment we have

created anri continue to maintain

We are either ignorant or negiig
ent of the divine lav^- in virtue o
which Iran )ia.s given to Iilni onl3

his, daily bread and no more
The rich have a sruperfluou3 stord ^gc'j.^^ for
of things which they do! not need

pj^^^i^p^i ^
and which are therefore neglected y.:^ g^,i^!c^^'t)rance in the shape- oi

and wasted", while millions starv^

and are frozen to death for wartj
of them.. If each retained posses
fidn only of what he nc'eded, no
one would be in want and all would

, ,^ ^x,- „ *^ve in contentmient. As it is, the,,
)f Love cannot hold anything ^^^^ ^.^ discontented no less than !
igam,st to-morrow. God never ^^^^ poor.

''

The poor are often not satisiled
when they get just enough v, fill

theh* stomachs; but they are
clearly entitled to It, and

provides for the morrow; He never

reates more than what is stcictly

leeded from day to day. If there-

fore, we repose faith in Kb Fro-

idence^ we should rest assund
hat He will give us, every day o^a-

society
sliGUld make it a point to see that
they get it. The rich must tnke an

OaUy bread, supplymg enougn u^-at i^^j^^^^^^^,^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^.^^m require Saints and devotees .^^^^ ^o a universal diffusion cf the
who have lived m such a ^aith

gp^j.^^ ^^ contentment. If only they
have always derived a justifica ion

j,^^p ^j^^^, ^^^^.^ proporcy within

the body. Then this desire vanish

es, there rem.ains no further naed

for the body, and man is Iree from

the vicious cycle of Irlrths and

deaths. The soul is omnipv 3 >tint;

why should she care to be

confined within the ca^ge-like body,

or do evil and even ki-l for the

•^ake of t^.at cage?
TOTAL RENITNCIATION.

We thus arrive at the ideal

toial renunciation and learn

use the body for the pu eposes

cervice so long as it exists,

much so that service and

bread becomes with u5 th(.'

it from their experience. moderate Umita, the poor will be
easily fed, and will learn the les

son of contentmient along v/i:h the

oi

to

of

so
ret

staff

of hfe. We. eat and dnnk. sleep
I

and awake for service alone. This
i

brings us real happincijs, and the
1

oeatific vision in the fulness ot
j



Uiiic. Let Ui^ all examine our pos-
=;essions Iron this stand -point.

We should remember that Non-
Possession is a principle applioiWe
to thoughts as well as to things.

One who ft.'j.s his brain w\th use-

less knowledge vioHatc? tTicit in-

estimable principle. Thoughts
which turn \is away frim God or

do' not turn us towards Him c<^n.sti-

bute impedimenta whicli must ho
soon got rid of. In this connection
we may consider the defu)iti;>n of

knowledge contained in the 13th

Chapter of the Gita. We are there
told that humility (amanityam)
etc., constitute knowledge, and all

the rest is ignorance. If this is

true,—and there is no doubt that
it is truth,—much that we hug to-

day as knowledge is ignorance
pure and sim^jle, and, thereffore,

only does us harm instea:! of con-
feiTing any benefit. Needless to
say, tliis is not a plea for inertia.

Every moment of our lives ::hoiild

be filled with activity but that
activity should be "Sattvika,"
tending to Truth. One who has
con5>'ecrated his life to service can-
not be idle for a single monxent.
But one has to learn to distinguish
between good activity an'l evil

acti\^ty. This dicernment goes
natiu-ally with single-r^inded
devotion to service — "Young
India."
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It is true that water is Without
form. But when it is frozen
into ice it has a definite form,
oimilarly the formless Bi'ahraan
jUKumes vaiious forms under the
.mflpence of an aspirants devo-
tion. As a toy apple suggests to

one the real apple, or a plioto-

L'l aph puts one in mindi of his pre-
sent father, so also images or
tymtaols help the dfeovtee to a
real vision of God as He is.,

—SHPwI RAMKRISHNA.
Ai-ise! Awake! and be ye sons

cf Shakti. The violent are not
fon of Shakti. All bhoga; Is

Aialence with oneself., The
tiMly strong are simple. Young
m^n to-day run after pleasures
and westen fashions. Shakti is

hrilt not in bhoga but in Brahma"
charya, not in pleasure but In

seli-i'estraint. Young men tru^

to the laws of BrahmaCharya
ra:d filled with the spirit of

sevice will liberate the long-
suJlered Shakti of India. For

,. there is not true self-respect

F wl thout reverence for the creative

foice within us; and there is no
re '.1 religion \\ltliout service . of

the poor and the suppressed.

—DAYANAND.
In order to attain God-cons-

ciousness, the first condition is to

make God a reality so that He is

no longer only an imagination.

»-PIR-0-MURSHXD
INAYAT KHAIN.

their own image.

To acquire true culture, Dr. ROg
ers holds, it is necessary to be able

to teceive and synthesize ideas,

whether new ideas or the old ones

that have never lost their vitality,

with Ihe ultimate object of attain-

ing a personal philosophy worked
j

out for one's self. This calls for 1

alertness, directed energy and the
j

willingness to do intensive work.

"Being interesting is only the re-

sult of being interested." The book

is witty and stimulating, with a

basis of sound judgment.

Do not be afraid of self. You
merely do noi, possess but actualiy

are Soul and the soul is but one
Paramatman. If you fear self

you; make God aloof from and
independent of you.

—MEHER BABA.

It is the mind that makes a man
rich. You have become the beg-
ger of beggers through desii'e®- A
desireless man is the richest man
in the world. Desire is a mode of

Lhe emotive mind. It is the enemy
of the peace.

»-SWAMI SIVANANDA.

«wj^_
A I J ou:

All-World Fellowship

to Espouse Gandhi Ideals

irr rt uthrc'efand to study their

re?1resident D. Jo.n Hay-

^

jin/s-'fr^an; Vr'. WiU Durant, Rabbi

wfrnam H^Pineshriber. Mrs^ Mary Han-

ford Ford, ViUa Faulkner Page, Dr J.

T Sunderiand, Charles Frederick WeHer

Rabbi Stephen S. Wise; director, Kedar

Nath Das Cxupta; secretary-treasurer.

Alma L. Lissberger.

The fellowship is also organizing an

All-World Committee of One Thousand.

Through its director, Kedar Nath Das

Gupta, the fellowship has planned during

the summer an appreisiatipn tour of Eu-

rope Members and friends are to visit

England during Mahatma Gandhi's pro-

nosed visit to London as an important

fio-ure at the Round Table Conference.

The tour will extend to other European

countries. The fellowship's idea in form-

ing this study group has as its purpose

#ie deeper understanding which comes

through the closer contact with the cul-

ture art life and peoples of other boun-

daries, helping in this way to make
boundaries boundless.
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the hands of the farmer."

STEF^€NS FOR UNLEARNING.

Advises Youth to Go to School, but

toiDisbelieve What Is Taught.

Ir*4 brief talk yesterday afternoon
at Brentano's, 1 West Forty-seventh
Street, on "A Life of Unlearning."
Lincoln Steffens asserted that, "We
know enough now to remove every
man-made evil in the world."
Not much could be done with the

people of his generation, Mr. Stef-

fens said. He advised the young to

go to school "and learn what they
teach you, but don't believe it. Every
individual can get his own education
by honestly looking at life."

RELIGION AND HUMANISM

The Prospects of Humanism. By Lawrence
Hyde. (Gerald Howe. 10s. 6d. net.)

Mr. Lawrence Hyde's new volume is the
second of his projected trilogy, of which the
hrst part, "The Learned Knife," was
lool?^^^?

^" ^"^ columns on November 15,
19^8. The Prospects of Humanism " has a
more general mterest than its predecessor,
^ iiv^®^^*

with the inadequacy of the
would-be scientific sociology that treats man
Irom the outside, not from within; for,
though it does not discuss the religious
problem directly, a task left for the third
volume, it examines the fundamental
problems of man's nature out of which
religion arises. For its handling of these it
may be commended to the attention of all
who are concerned with the prospects of
religion, particularly those who wish to know
the attitude of younger thinkers towards it.
It will be found significant even by those who
reject its conclusions.
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"How to compete with Foreign
Cloth" is the title of a very re-
cent publication by Mr. M. P.
Gandhi, Secretary, Indian Cham-
ber of Commerce, Calcutta, and
the author of "Indian Cotton
Textile Industry." The book
(Published by the Book Company,
Ltd., College Square, Calcutta,
pages 123, nrice Rs. S As 3, In-
cluding postage) is an able study
of the position of handspinndng,
handweaving and cotton mills in
the economics of cloth produc-
tion of India and contains ait

appreciative foreword by fXcharya
P. C. Ray. With a wealth t)f

facts, figures and argum-ents the
arthor shows that it is quite pos-
sible to bring about a complete
boycott of foreign cloth with the
help of Indian charkhas, hand-
looms and mills. The book ronr-

tains about a dozen statistical

tables and a fairly full biblio-

graphy on the subject. We
whole heartedlv endorse the au-.

thor's exhortation that "spinning
wheel in every home and a colony
or group of handlooms in every
village should be the form-i'la of

j the new dispensation in. India."
The price of the book is too high.
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GUJRAT VIDYAPITH
REOPENS

Ahmedabid, Mar. 22.

Farther information i8 available

of the classes of the Gujrat Vidyi-
pith of Mahatma Gandni which
will now be reopened after they
had closed to enable the

students and the professors to join

|i;he Civil Disobedience Movement.
The new classes will be designated
Swaraj College and will continue till

the conclusion of the final paaoe.

They will impart training which will

be useful in conducting the fight or

work of reconstruction in future.

Students whise age is above
sixteen, who know 3 R's. and regul-

arly read newspapers and current

literature will be admitted and no
fees will be charged.

The following subjects will be
taught:

—

Politics including constitutions,

Indian economics, including

rural economy of India, religion,

molern literature, on Satyagraha,
philosophy, history of principal

resolutions of the world, accounts,
music, a' d drill, carding, spinning,

carpentry and sanitation—A. P. I.

J 7,1 ^'"'^''^CTs OP liv»Amm
(Gerald Howe pp. 249, lOs. 6d. net)Mr. Lawrence Hyde continues the enter-
pnse beguii three years ago with hisvolume ''The Learned Knife." Inter-
esting and acute in themselves, these
chapters are significant, not only as
reiterating the doctrine of Pascal thatthe heart has its reasons as well as the
reason but as showing how in different

wnich It finds an answer to if^plf ti.
are vaguely possessed with the ^dei ofan impending change in the character ofoiir consciousness

; and it is interestingto observe that Mr Bvdo JJnU -^
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